
Member 
Artist

Your Art
  Your Journey
Every artist, every artwork, and every home is unique. Art-
lounge Collective specializes in premium and one-of-a-kind, 
contemporary fine and performative arts at accessible prices 
for our US-based audiences. Our artist partners participate in 
gallery displays, art marketing, exclusive calls and exhibitions, 
and more. Our artist services provide artists with a gallery 
experience that includes representation, exhibition, and sales 
management. We focus on the business of art so our artists 
can do what they love best: create.

Your Art
as a 
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* Access to exclusive fine art calls 
* Monthly marketing
* Dedicated representation
* 50/50 partnership commissions
* Up to ten+ listed artworks
* Scheduled eight-week exhibition
* 20 hours professional advising
* + more 

Annual Contract Rate

Paid in Full at $2,750

Our Artist Packages

* Access to exclusive fine art calls 
* Monthly marketing
* Dedicated representation
* 50/50 partnership commissions
* Up to five+ listed artworks
* Scheduled eight-week exhibition
* 10 hours professional advising
* + more 

Annual Contract Rate

Paid in Full at $1,650 

* Access to exclusive fine art calls 
* Monthly marketing
* Dedicated representation
* 50/50 partnership commissions
* Up to three+ listed artworks
* Guaranteed eight-week exhibition
* Five hours professional advising
* + more 

Six-Month Contract Rate

Paid in Full at $600 

Featured Premium Emerging
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Art Transforms
We focus on artists and the fine art experience because as creatives 
we believe in the transformative power of art. Whether enjoying unique 
pieces at home or celebrating premieres in our lounges, we know that art 
invokes power, charging the spaces around it with beauty and meaning. 
We live uniquely at Artlounge Collective because we live with the best of 
contemporary art.

Your Art
     Your Journey
We focus on the business of art so our 
artists can do what they love best: create. 

Membership Perks Include
Artist Representation
Guaranteed Exhibition

Access to Multiple Venues
Artist Web Pages

Dedicated E-commerce
Social Media Shares

Email Marketing
Our Arts Community


